FOCUS ON USA

Three words...

Range. Capability. Innovation.

9 cameras,
more views,
better inspection.

The best glass container sidewall/dimensional/stress inspection
just got better.

The Emhart Inex Veritas iC is now available in a nine-camera configuration.
With double image acquisition and programmable LED wraparound lighting, the
nine-camera system captures 18 images of the container in a totally non-contact

Advantage,
Veritas.

machine. Each image is optimized for the specific inspection being performed.
No compromises.
•

Six images dedicated to opaque sidewall defect detection

•

Six images dedicated to transparent defect detection

•

Three images dedicated to sidewall stress detection

•

Three images dedicated to dimensional inspection.

With the Emhart Inex Veritas iC, you get the best, most accurate inspection,
and unmatched flexibility.
It’s called the Veritas Advantage.
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These words refer to a company
that is focused on solutions. Having
been in the industry for nearly a
century, we at Emhart Glass know
that a solution that works for one
customer isn’t necessarily the best
solution for another. That’s why we
maintain a portfolio of products and
services unmatched by any other
supplier.
Regardless of your technology
level, Emhart Glass has a solution
that can meet your hot end and cold
end requirements. In the hot end,
we offer container forming and
handling equipment, ranging from IS
machines to the advanced servocontrolled NIS. In the cold end, our
product range includes simple
electro-mechanical devices, such as
the Emhart Powers Dual Head
Gager and Check Detector; midrange, lower-cost vision systems,
such as the Emhart Inex SuperScan
base and sealing surface inspector;
and Veritas, the most advanced,
comprehensive inspection system in
the world. We also offer statistical
sampling systems, ranging from the
Emhart Inex MLP Plus sampling
pressure tester, to ISIS and MiniLab,
a complete, fully-automated online
sampling system.
More than 90 years ago Emhart
Glass (as the Hartford Fairmont
Company) became one of the first
suppliers of automation technology to
the growing glass container industry.
The company’s invention of the IS
machine, in 1924, revolutionized the
industry and was a catalyst for its
rapid growth. A generation later, the
company invented the first
automated glass container inspection
systems. Today, Emhart Glass is
known both for its innovation
capabilities and its extensive,
diversified range of container forming
and inspection equipment solutions.
Range, capability, and
innovation; at Emhart Glass, they are
at the heart of everything we do. g
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